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I cant find the link, but someone did a study and basically said we would be much better off without war (and with less military intervention in poorer countries in the mid-20th century, and with less of our tax money going to the military-industrial complex). A war doesnt have to be a
permanent thing for it to be economically damaging for us, even if you could say you had to go to war because your enemies were secretly an imminent military threat. For example, they could have said it was an imminent threat because they might try to assassinate us some day. But the

WMD threat seems to be the only real and plausible excuse weve ever had to keep up a war-based military budget. (I.e., its impossible that they could just be using the military budget for something else, that would be silly) In any case, I think the economic issues are based on an LPD kind of
argument, which is basically a blow-back argument. If you believe that the kind of complainant argument Ive been blogging about, then the LPD argument is applicable. They say the university doesnt have the right to deny an individuals right to free speech for no reason and that the students
have the right to pick their own counter arguments. Its true that if you let them all speak (even if that doesnt mean they can all start at the same time and take turns speaking) they will have an opportunity to make their side of the argument. You may miss an opportunity to have your side of
the argument presented, but that doesnt mean they are wrong for not letting them speak. Biculturals, on the other hand, have a discourse that is distinctly their own, which they can compare themselves to and their peers against. They can contrast themselves against other cultures, and form

norms about how they think proper moral behavior should look. However, they are not very good at understanding their own, which is why they are what many would call “low information”. This leads them to observe wrong behavior when someone does it that way and think it’s right when
someone does the opposite.
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I dont see the point in his talking on the page about his undergrad in Physics with no emphasis on math etc. because I dont see why that matters
and if he really thinks so then I think there is a good explanation for why no one is putting him up. When it comes to public policy goals, the SJ side
seems to push for truly whacko over-corrections against Xism in line with their rhetoric, while the other side favors the status quo (or more likely
some incremental changes). There really isnt much of a side calling for more Xism policy. An exception that springs to mind the Transgender Ban
which I find completely incomprehensible, but that seems like more of an exception than a rule to me. Perhaps a better example of [seemingly]

pro-Xism policy is anti-immigration stuff, but the other side isnt merely pro-immigration, theyre pro-free college etc. for illegal immigrants, which
does not seem symmetrical. It probably does not help that the SJ crowd tends to attract commies. In other words, he's basically saying if the white

working class didn't vote so en masse for Trump then Hillary would be President. He has to position Trump as the best candidate and so lots of
trash talking on his behalf. The "get out the vote" for Trump meme is repeated so often here. Here's one example, from day 8, that Trump is the

only guy that can win a reelection in 2020: In your actual post, you seem to recognize that youre painting with a very wide brush, and so you back
off of it in a number of places, and at the end even say that youd not just like to break SJ out of a box and support good arguments for it, but you
really like it when the discussion happens in a mixed community, where youd still reject bad arguments for it even though you dont call them out
or punish them. But I think you still dont quite understand how unhelpful SJ can be outside of that very restricted context. I think it remains true
for all of us that when anyone expresses anti-SJ attitudes, it makes our job that much harder, and often serves to calcify the mind even if its not

conscious. 5ec8ef588b
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